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    FOSTERVILLE GOLD MINE - ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 

 
 30th October 2018  

 
MINUTES  

 

 

Tour Undertaken at 9.30am 

Attendance:   
Jeff Cummins 
Barrie Winzar 
Lynley Strachan 

Areas visited: Bio Solids Trial Area & RC Drill Site  
 

 

 

Meeting Opened at: 11:00am 
 

Minutes by: Trudi Jackson 

Attendance: Chairman :   Clare Fountain  
Jeff Cummins – Community Representative 
Barrie Winzar – Community Representative 
Felicia Binks – FGM 
Trudi Jackson – FGM 
Will Wettenhall- FGM 
Erin Simpson - FGM 
Ion Hann – FGM 
Steve Gannon - FGM 
Rachael Spencer – FGM 
Morgan James (CoGB)  
Lynley Strachan (GMW) 
James Courtman –(EPA) 
Bob Disken (ERR) 

Apologies 
Tim Harrington – Community Representative 
Cr James Williams (CoGB) 
Ashley Elliot – Goldfields Revegetation 
 
 
Observers 
 
 

 
 

Meeting Commenced: Clare Fountain commenced the meeting and welcomed everyone. Clare also thanked the 
Community Representatives who volunteer their time to be a part of the ERC and we appreciate their efforts. Clare 
then asked the committee if anyone would like to declare a new conflict of interest to add to the existing register. 
There was no response from the committee and no new conflicts of interest recorded. 
 
Bob noted that Grant McFarlane has resigned from ERR. 
 
Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
 
Moved: Jeff Cummins 
Seconded: Barrie Winzar 
 
Action Items 
 
Old Historical Tailings  
 
Felicia advised the ERC that FGM had attempted to follow up with DELWP but received no response. 
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Private Landholder Dam Sampling 
 
This has now been completed. 
 
Ventilation Upgrade 
 
Felicia said that the ventilation upgrade presentation has been delayed until February. Ion advised the ERC that 
there has been no drilling at the site since mid-September. The drill string is currently stuck and there is ongoing 
negotiations to resolve this. Felicia added that the actual location of the vent shaft may move slightly and this will 
have an impact on any noise modelling. 
 
Bob raised the question of whether the current term for the community representatives had expired. Clare said yes 
it had and Morgan had intended to provide an update to the ERC at this meeting. Bob said it was his understanding 
that the council do not want to be involved in the process anymore. Felicia added that an ERC review is in progress 
and is being carried out by ERR but this is being held up due to the election. The election of representatives maybe 
tabled in the February meeting after the outcome of the review. 
 
Barrie asked if there had been any reports from the review to which Felicia said no. Barrie added that Ross from 
ERR who was at the previous ERC meeting did say that there would not be any feedback until after the elections. 
Clare asked if we would be happy to discuss in the February meeting. Morgan said the council would be happy to 
facilitate the process but not appoint the representatives. Bob then asked the question, if the member’s period has 
expired, could they vote. Jeff said that we are just an advisory committee so do not generally vote. Clare added 
that all ERC’s are run differently and this is up to individual ERC’s, FGM may need to formalise the guidelines for 
this ERC. Felicia finished by saying that more control may be given back to the company given it is in their licence 
conditions. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS – to be discussed at end of presentations 
 
EPA – Changes to the Act to be presented by James Courtman 
 
 
PROJECT UPDATES  
 
Mining Licence Variation (As per presentation delivered by Felicia Binks) 
 
Jeff asked what the planning implications would be. Morgan responded by saying that the existing mining licence 
is under an EES. If extending the licence then these areas are not under the EES. Consultation would need to 
occur with council, DELWP and ERR about amending the current EES or if a new EES would be needed. 
 
Lynley asked if this licence would be for underground mining. Felicia said yes but there would be a need for some 
surface infrastructure. Lynley then asked if the process would take a couple of years. Felicia said it is hoped it 
could be finalised at the end of 2019 as unlike a new licence a variation there a few steps that are not required. 
Barrie enquired if the licence variation is near the river in some areas. Felicia said the maps shown are only a 
guide and the lines may change.  
 
Bob said the planning issues sit with council. At present FGM says its plans are all underground but they cannot 
say that may still be the case in the future. Felicia said yes this if correct, as we will need some surface 
infrastructure. She said geological information would be submitted in support of the mining licence variation. Bob 
asked if there were any plans for open pits given the Mills property history. Ion said FGM have no open pit plans. 
Jeff said he would expect an EES process needs to be revisited as it would be incumbent on council to go through 
the planning process. Lynley enquired about how far down the fault line is, Felicia said it was 800-1200m in depth. 
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Paste Plant and Water Treatment Plant (As per presentation delivered by Steve Gannon) 
 
Jeff asked if there were no approvals for Aquifer Injection (AI), would FGM start the RO plant. Steve said FGM 
have now made a submission to conduct an extended trial for AI. Given the sequence of approval for a Work Plan 
Variation there are other site projects that have been given priority. FGM has also had independent reviews, which 
recommend completing a trial for a period of months hence the request to complete a longer trial first. Barrie asked 
where does the antimony and arsenic go? Steve said the sludge goes back through the processing plant and this 
eventually goes to the tailings dam. 
 
Lynley asked if the power requirements for the RO plant would come from the grid. Steve said yes. Jeff said the 
process was originally called Managed Aquifer Recharge now it is called Managed Aquifer Injection. Bob asked 
what the impact to Epsom water would be. Steve said that currently FGM uses 2 ML. We can never offset this total 
amount but we can partially offset it.  Bob added that Costerfield has had issues with its RO plant. Lynley then 
asked if the Brine Dam would be at capacity after 5 years. Steve said yes. Lynley then asked what would happen 
next. Steve said it would be either another brine dam or MAI, but at this stage, we are unsure, the engineering 
around all this is commencing. Bob asked if the Brine Dam would be on company land and Felicia said yes. 
 
In regards to the Paste Plant, Bob asked what depth the paste would start. Ion said it would be at 800m vertical 
depth. Bob then asked if it would go deeper in the future to which Ion replied yes. Lynley asked how far off the 
approval was for the paste plant. Felicia said it was stuck between the Minister of Planning and the Minister of 
Resources. Felicia also noted that all work plans must go back through the planning minister even with an EES in 
place. Morgan added that this happens with all council projects. 
 
Steve said that the paste plant would take 50% of tailings and place them back underground. Lynley asked how 
this paste is transported back underground. Steve said it goes down in a ceramic lined tube. Ion added that two 
holes as in place just in case one hole becomes blocked. Jeff asked what the width of the hole was. Steve said it 
is an 8-inch hole with a 6-inch sleeve. 
 
Steve introduced the concept of the Aster Plant, which uses bacteria to destroy thiocyanate. This process will treat 
cyanide impacted water, which is drawn out of dams. Lynley asked if it is mainly cyanide in the CIL dams. Steve 
said yes it was. Jeff asked if it was drawn out of smaller dams and put into larger tailings dams. If this treatment 
works, can you do away with the smaller dams. Steve said that could potentially happened with Felicia adding that 
it would get away from the need to use CIL evaporation. 
 
 
OPERATIONS REPORT 
(As per Operations Report issued to members) 
 
Safety 
As per the report 
 
Bob asked if the safety incidents were reported to Worksafe. Ion said that those that were required to be reported 
were reported. Bob also asked if inspectors come to site, to which Ion said they did occasionally. Lynley asked if 
the Emerging Leaders course was developed internally. Ion said it was run through the Australian Institute of 
Management (AIM) and was three blocks of training that were for 2 days each time and run over two groups.  
 
Environment Report  
As per report and presentation 
 
Discussions 
 
Barrie asked if any trees where effected by salt from the CIL spray drift. Felicia said they were not in the first 
incident but the second incident did effect the trees. Bob asked what the wind spray trigger is. Felicia replied by 
saying it was changed from 16 to 14 after the first incident and it is now down to 13 due to another incident. Bob 
stated this has been a consistent problem and there is no mechanism for control if there is a failure. Jeff then said 
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due to the repeat occurrences, the controls are ineffective. FGM needs to have a look at the controls. Felicia said 
that FGM did do an investigation and we have made changes. Jeff reiterated that we need to change this, as it is 
not working. Bob continued by saying this is not a new issue for any mine site, the technology is not working. Ion 
said the Aster plant is the long-term solution.  
 
In regards to the reportable incident, Barrie asked if it was in a paddock. Felicia said yes it was and it was noticed 
on the FGM clean-up day. 
 
Water Quality 
 
As per report and presentation 
 
Air Quality  
 
As per report and presentation 
 
Jeff spoke about PM2.5, stating there was no compliance issues for this quarter but summer months can have 
issues. Is a continuous monitoring being followed up? Will said that a Continuous Ambient Air Quality Monitor has 
been installed. Jeff asked what brand was it. Will said he has used a few of these monitors and they all do the 
same thing regardless of brand. He also said that it needs to be located next to the Hi Vol monitor to be able to 
compare. 
 
Felicia added that FGM had a meeting with the EPA including their technical experts in Melbourne and the first 
point of call is to ensure the monitor is working correctly. The EPA was unsure why we had such high results last 
quarter. Jeff said there were unusual PM 2.5 related to combustion and it didn’t correlate. He also added that the 
HVAS2 locatiion was brought up at last meeting and it was discussed that the dust monitor needs to be located 
outside of the site influence.  Will said this was addressed at the EPA meeting and that these Hi Vol monitors were 
not intended to be outside of the influence of the mine. Jeff asked if FGM had considered locating a Hi Vol outside 
the area of influence. Felicia responded by stating they have sent the consultant report to the EPA and FGM is 
awaiting feedback. 
 
Noise 
As per report and presentation 
 
Jeff said reflecting on the last site visit the rig was a diesel driven rig, was consideration given to noise attenuation 
at the source. Felicia said FGM did look at options for this and that if we move to a bigger rig then consideration to 
this will be made. Lynley asked if the sea contianers were empty and Felicia said they were. Lynley added it would 
be good if they were filled to insulate the sound. Felicia said that flexi shield is being engineered for the plant and 
that it may be used for this as well. 
 
Jeff added that it was good to see night time noise monitoring has increased and highlights that if you measure 
you get breaches. Jeff also asked if we could get a summary of the continuous monitor at the next ERC meeting. 
Felicia agreed but said it would be dependent on the outcome of the report. 
 
Community 
As per the report and presentation 
 
Production Update 
As per the report 
 
Personnel 
As per the report 
 
Exploration 
As per the report 
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Lynley asked if the old workings indicate deep leeds. Ion said that would be reasonable to assume but is not always 
the case.  
 
Rehabilitation Report 
As per the report 
 
 
OTHER BUSINESS 
 
EPA – Changes to the Act 
 
As per presentation 
 
Bob stated that the key change is that the Department of Human Health Unit has moved into the EPA and moving 
forward the mine and extractives sides’ prime regulator is the EPA. Jeff asked if this would result in more licences. 
James said no it wouldn’t. Felicia enquired about the time line for the changes. James said the new act is due to 
come in July 2020, so a lot of work needs to be done. He also added that there would be a few years of overlap 
for some areas. Barrie asked if there would be a need to increase the workforce of the EPA. James said yes more 
personnel would be required.  
 
Felicia then raised a near miss that occurred at the intersection at Axedale Goornong Road and the Huntly 
Fosterville Road. FGM were hoping to raise with council representatives the possibility of changing the give way 
sign to a stop sign at this intersection. Morgan said FGM could email requests to council around signage and speed 
issues. Ion said this ties in with Tim’s views at past meeting. 
 
 
 
Other – Action Items 
 
Historical Tailings - Progress of rehabilitation or movement of tails 
 
Ventilation Upgrade – Update to ERC committee on design outcomes from the noise modelling  
 
ERC Community Representatives – Feedback on process moving forward 
 
MAI – Feedback on extended trial approval and when the Work Plan Variation will be submitted 
 
Summary on noise report from continuous monitors. 
 
 
Meeting Closed 1-00pm  
 
Next Meeting:  Wednesday 6th of February 2019 
     
 


